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intellectual morons how ideology makes smart people fall - intellectual morons how ideology makes smart people fall
for stupid ideas daniel j flynn on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers why do well educated antiwar activists call
the president of the united states the new hitler and argue that the u s government orchestrated the september 11 attacks
why does al gore believe that cars pose a mortal threat to the security, how america makes smart people stupid return
of kings - america has an odd way of making smart people stupid i went to a college full of people who were bright on
paper i was friends with people who were at the top of their classes in classes chock full of smart people, intellectual
impostures jean bricmont alan sokal - comment 2003 profile books london 5 x 7 3 4 inches tall trade paperback xx 276
pp slight rubbing to covers bumping to lower tip of front cover with resultant very slight creasing to lower page tips of the first
third of the book slight staining to fore page edges, barack obama s greatly overrated intellect - barack obama s greatly
overrated intellect president obama s problem is not just inexperience or the fact that he d rather play golf or basketball than
sit in his office and make difficult decisions there is a lot of evidence presented below that he s just not terribly bright, why
ben shapiro is a total fraud ideas on ideas - 375 comments why ben shapiro is a total fraud ezekiel may 6 2017 at 1 35
am okay a lot to take in for someone who just recently started taking politics seriously but damn this is an evisceration, the
free market is a myth return of kings - ann is patriot and cares about american workers ben is greedy and cares about his
stocks the lie we want to believe the best book exposing the free market fallacy is the transformation of american capitalism
by john r munkirs it s hard to find and can sell for hundreds but if you re lucky you can find a cheap copy like i did,
democrats and republicans switched platforms fact myth - the american political parties now called democrats and
republicans switched platform planks ideologies and members many times in american history, american pravda how the
cia invented conspiracy theories - a year or two ago i saw the much touted science fiction film interstellar and although
the plot wasn t any good one early scene was quite amusing for various reasons the american government of the future
claimed that our moon landings of the late 1960s had been faked a trick aimed at winning the cold war by bankrupting russia
into fruitless space efforts of its own, the z blog sports culture and other stuff - at the mencken conference i made a point
to some big brained people a point i ve made here many times that is if a reasonably aware and smart person in the 1970 s
had fallen asleep like rip van winkle and woke up in our age he would assume the soviets had won the cold war, the obama
deception top documentary films - the obama deception is a hard hitting film that completely destroys the myth that
barack obama is working for the best interests of the american people the obama phenomenon is a hoax carefully crafted by
the captains of the new world order he is being pushed as savior in an attempt to con the, the flat earth mentality
omegashock com - a mental disease sweeps the globe and it afflicts more than just those who believe that the earth is flat
no it s far more pervasive and sinister than that it s a disease that has destroyed peoples and nations throughout history it
reaches into our schools our homes and our friendships, watch new health picks slate star codex - people are stupid
doing that will lead to tragedy as the same people who believe in anti vax theories now will end up self prescribing drugs,
orders of battle orders of battle - washington post to its credit has been running a series on poor and white in rural
america telling how job loss wage reductions rising serious drug addiction are devastating this group of people to the extent
their life expectancy is falling, does age bring wisdom slate star codex - happy birthday about old people becoming more
conservative isn t it more that they stay in place as society becomes more liberal 538 had an article on how judges become
more liberal as they age for example although interestingly one of the theories they suggest to explain this is social pressure
from their press society, 26 strange unbelievably bizarre and weird mental - technorati tags psychology mental disorders
list mind brain illness condition they might sound like some indie rock band or the latest japanese invention but actually are
rare strange bizarre and downright weird mental disorders and conditions, atlas shrugged literature tv tropes - it s 20
minutes into the future the usa is a mixed market dystopia wherein the federal government is as oppressive as it is
incompetent the average joe is being pushed further into poverty by each measure intended to relieve it and can see no way
out, it s time to end the joe rogan experience mediafile - in addition rogan has spent countless hours dissecting the
september 11th attacks on the world trade center providing various theories to who was truly behind the attacks and even
saying i ve got to go with controlled demolition if i had to one way or the other, russian presidential elections boring
useless and - the western style egalitarian democratic process is one of the worst inventions ever to inflict mankind
democracy is a populist enterprise it has an amazing propensity to dredge up the worst kind of people in society, the real
welfare queen is uneducated single and white - ok looking at the raw numbers from that 2012 snap publication the stat

cited is households not individuals individuals it is 16 475 white americans on food assistance and 10 955 black americans
on food assistance 35 8 of welfare recipients are white and 23 are black, 101 being offended stuff white people like - a
subset of this post could be white people who get offended by seemingly banal matters like waiting too long for a bus and
threatening to write a strongly worded letter to the powers that be
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